Pragma Industries, introduces a breakthrough solution in the field of light mobility: fleets of hydrogen-based electrically assisted bikes (pedelecs) that take you farther, more efficiently, with no pollution at all. Perfect for captive fleets, Alpha hydrogen pedelec from Pragma Industries is always ready to go thanks to an ultra short charging time. Its impressive range (exceeding 100 kilometers) and the amazingly accurate fuel gauge make fleet management a breeze, as the hassle of battery charging and handling turns into an old memory. Our solution ensures the best work efficiency and an optimum productivity for you, while protecting the environment.
The perfect light mobility solution for professionals and public agencies.

- Alpha offers improved comfort with a 100 kilometers riding range.
- Alpha is always available for use thanks to a charging time of one minute only with the dedicated hydrogen filling station! You don’t have to wait hours for batteries to charge anymore, neither to carry them around.

The charging stations can store clean energy by producing hydrogen from renewables. Alpha opens the way to completely decarbonated mobility solutions!

Cleaner is better: Alpha is a zero CO₂ emitter.
- Made out of more durable components, its carbon footprint is lower than ever.

Alpha is the only pedelec which can indicate the remaining riding range with an accuracy as good as one single kilometer.